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Specific inhibition of mitochondrial protein synthesis reduces the oxidation rate of NADH-linked substrates 
in rat liver as well as in Neurospora crassa mitochondria. The present study shows that this is due to the 
fact that inhibition of mitochondrial protein synthesis leads to a decrease of the concentration of active 
complex I. Therefore, these results demonstrate that at least one of the genes for the subunits of complex I 

is localized on mitochondrial DNA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mitochondria contain a small genome, which 
codes for several polypeptides, and a specific 
system to transcribe and translate this DNA [l]. 
Despite several differences in structure and orga- 
nization between the mitochondrial (mt) genomes 
of lower eukaryotes and mammalian cells, the 
identity of the major polypeptide products is the 
same [2]. The mtDNAs, of e.g. rat liver and 
Neurospora crassa (N. crassa), both code for 3 
subunits of cytochrome c oxidase, for apocyto- 
chrome b and for 1 subunit of the ATP synthase 
complex. These polypeptides are all part of pro- 
teins located in the inner mt membrane and are in- 
volved in oxidative phosphorylation. 

MtDNA contains also several unassigned reading 
frames (URFs). Sequence analysis of these URFs 
in various mtDNAs [3] showed that their possible 
translation products, which are all hydrophobic, 
are conserved among species. It may be, therefore, 
that some URF products are also membrane-bound 
and are part of the oxidative phosphorylation 
system as well. 

Recently, a number of authors suggested that 
some of the URFs code for subunits of complex I 
of the respiratory chain. Evidence for this assump- 
tion was found in mammalian [4,5] as well as in 
lower eukaryotic cells [6]. 

We have shown that long-term inhibition of mt 
protein synthesis reduces the oxidation rate of 
various NADH-linked substrates in mammalian 
mitochondria and cells [7]. This clearly supports a 
possible role of the mt genome in complex I forma- 
tion, but alternative explanations are also possible. 
In this study it will be shown that prolonged inhibi- 
tion of mt protein synthesis leads to decreased 
amounts of complex I directly. This shows, there- 
fore, that the formation of complex I depends on 
the expression of mtDNA. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Inhibition of mt protein synthesis 
Oxytetracycline (OTC) was given by continuous 

i.v. infusion to Wistar rats [8] in amounts suffi- 
cient to maintain serum levels at 4-6 pg/ml. For 
studies on lower eukaryotes, N. crassa 89601, an 
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inositol-requiring strain, was used; 1 1 cultures 
were grown at 30°C on a rotary shaker. Chloram- 
phenicol (CAP, final concentration 3.2 mg/ml) or 
OTC (final concentration 0.6 mg/ml) were added 
to the cultures during the early exponential phase 
of growth. Under the conditions used, mt protein 
synthesis is inhibited selectively in both rat liver 
and N. crassa. 

2.2. Preparation of mitochondria 
Mitochondria were isolated from homogenates 

by differential centrifugation according to stan- 
dard procedures [9,10]. The medium was 0.25 M 
sucrose for rat liver and 0.44 M sucrose, 10 mM 
Tris, 0.5 mM EDTA and 2 mM MgClI, pH 7.4, for 
N. crassa mitochondria. N. crassa hyphae were 
homogenized by grinding with sand in a mortar. 

2.3. Analytical methods 
The oxygen consumption of either freshly 

prepared (N. crassa) or freeze-thawed (rat liver) 
mitochondria was measured at 30°C with a Clark 
oxygen electrode. The medium contained 0.25 M 
sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 2.5 mM potassium 
phosphate, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCL and 1.0 
mM EDTA, pH 7.4. 

Glutamate plus malate (final concentration, 
respectively, 10 and 2 mM) were added to study the 
NADH-linked oxidation in rat liver mitochondria, 
and pyruvate plus malate (respective final concen- 
tration, 10 and 2 mM) were used to this end in 
studies in N. crassa. Addition of the substrates was 
sufficient to induce respiration, since under our ex- 
perimental conditions only uncoupled respiration 
was measurable. After a few minutes piericidin A, 
dissolved in 90% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was 
added. As DMSO itself appeared to inhibit the ox- 
idation rate, separate runs, during which piericidin 
was added in a fixed volume of DMSO, were per- 
formed for every piericidin concentration to be 
tested. 

The amount of cytochrome pigments in the 
various mitochondria was calculated from dif- 
ference spectra with the aid of the extinction coef- 
ficients and wavelength pairs as described by 
Estabrook and Holowinsky [ 111. For cytochrome c 
of N. crassa mitochondria, however, an extinction 
coefficient of 18.7 mM_’ *cm-’ [12] was used. 
Protein was determined with a modified Lowry 
method [13]. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Piericidin A inhibits complex I (NADH: ubi- 
quinone oxidoreductase or NADH dehydrogenase) 
activity in a specific and equimolar way [14]. For 
this reason, it should be possible to construct dose 
vs response curves of piericidin and NADH-linked 
respiration and subsequently to calculate the com- 
plex I content of isolated mitochondria. Fig.1 
shows such titration curves for mitochondria 
isolated from the livers of rats treated during 
various periods with OTC. These data allow 
several conclusions. It is known that the respira- 
tory rate with glutamate plus malate (and that of 
various other NADH-linked substrates) is lower 
than that of, e.g. succinate. Since this holds also 
for the uncoupled or Ca2+-induced respiration, it 
is not the ATP synthetase which is rate-limiting for 
NADH-linked oxidation. Fig.1 makes clear, how- 
ever, that complex I is also not rate-limiting for 
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Fig. 1. Piericidin A titration curves of glutamate-induced 
respiration in rat liver mitochondria. The respiratory 
rate was measured in the presence of varying amounts of 
piericidin, added in 10 ~1 of 90% DMSO. Every point 
represents one measurement; for every curve the mito- 
chondria of 3 different rats were used. The slope of the 
curves was calculated by linear regression analysis, the 
correlation coefficient was minimally 0.92. (0) Control 
mitochondria; (0) OTC-treated, cytochrome (1113 content 
56%; (A) OTC-treated, cytochrome au3 content 30%. 
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glutamate oxidation, because the piericidin A titra- 
tion curve shows a distinct lag phase in studies with 
control rat liver mitochondria. Therefore, either 
the maximal rate of the transport of electrons 
derived from NADH is determined by some com- 
ponent, located between complex I and complex 
III of the respiratory chain or the glutamate 
dehydrogenase activity is limiting for glutamate 
oxidation. 

The situation changes, however, if mitochondria 
from liver of long-term OTC-treated rats are 
studied. As has been described [7], the oxidation 
rate of NADH-linked substrates declines as mt 
protein synthesis has been inhibited for a longer 
period. This observation cannot be explained on 
the basis of reduction of the amounts of respira- 
tory chain components already known to be of 
(partly) mitochondrial biogenetic origin. The data 
shown in fig.1 offer, however, a clue. It can be 
seen that the lag-phase observed in the dose vs 
response curve of the control mitochondria has 
disappeared in the liver mitochondria of OTC- 
treated rats. We interpret this to mean that com- 
plex I activity becomes rate-limiting for NADH- 
linked oxidation if the amount of mtDNA gene 
products has been reduced to a certain level by in- 
hibition of mt protein synthesis. 

Furthermore, it is possible to calculate the 
amount of functional complex I from the amount 
of piericidin A needed to inhibit glutamate induced 
respiration maximally. The addition of an excess 
of piericidin never led to complete inhibition of 
respiration, at 10 nmol piericidin added per nmol 
cytochromes c + cl the oxidation rate still re- 
mained at about 40% of its original value. 
However, we took no precautions to prevent the 
indirect oxidation of glutamate (and malate) via 
the formation of succinate. The minimal amount 
of piericidin A which gave no significant further 
reduction of the oxidation rate was therefore used 
to calculate the complex I content in the various 
mitochondria. These data, as well as the amounts 
of cytochromes c + cl and of cytochrome aa are 
given in table 1. It is obvious that the amount of 
complex I decreased in a way comparable to that 
of cytochrome aa3 by long-term inhibition of mt 
protein synthesis. The same conclusion can be 
drawn from the results of EPR spectroscopy 
studies on liver submitochondrial particles of 
OTC-treated rats. These experiments (performed 
in collaboration with Dr S. Albracht, and to be 
published elsewhere) showed that also the amount 
of the iron-sulfur clusters characteristic of complex 
I, decline in a way comparable to that of 

Table 1 

Effect of inhibition of mt protein synthesis on the amounts of cytochromes c + cl, of cytochrome aa and of complex 
I in mitochondria from rat liver and N. crassu 

Cytochrome aa3 Complex I Cytochrome c + cl Cytochrome aa3 

cytochromes c + cl cytochromes c + cl (pmol/mg protein) (pmol/mg protein) 

Complex I 

(pmol/mg 
protein) 

Rat liver 
control 
OTC 
OTC 

0.363 (100%) 0.129 (100%) 393 (100%) 143 (100%) 51 (100%) 
0.203 ( 56%) 0.095 ( 73%) 391. (100%) 79 ( 55%) 37 ( 73%) 
0.109 ( 30070 0.042 ( 32%) 362 ( 92‘70) 40 ( 28%) 15 ( 30% 

N. crassa 
control* 0.236 (100%) 0.070 (100%) 1173 (100%) 277 (100%) 82 (100%) 
OTC/CAP 0.174 ( 73%) 0.055 ( 79%) 1165 ( 99%) 203 ( 72%) 64 ( 78%) 
OTC/CAP 0.122 ( 50%) 0.031 ( 44%) 1388 (118%) 169 ( 55%) 43 (52‘70) 
CAP 0.0 ( 0%) 0.0 ( 0010) 1561 (133010) 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) 

* Mid-exponential phase of growth 
The data refer to the mitochondria used in figs 1 and 2 and show the relative and absolute amounts of cytochromes 
c + cl, of cytochrome au3 and of complex I in the mitochondria which were used for the piericidin titration studies. 
The cytochrome content was calculated from spectral analysis; the complex I content was deduced from the data shown 

in figs 1 and 2 
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cytochrome aa3. Since the direct link between mt 
protein synthesis and the formation of cytochrome 
aa is well known, the existence of a similar link 
between mt protein synthesis and the formation of 
complex I, is therefore strongly supported. 

In view of the resemblance in mt genes, the same 
direct relationship between mt protein synthesis 
and the formation of complex I can be expected 
for other organisms as well. For this reason, we 
performed also a number of studies with mito- 
chondria isolated from N. crassa cultures which 
were grown for various periods in the presence of 
OTC or CAP. First, we investigated whether the 
growth stage influenced the complex I content of 
N. crassa mitochondria, because it has been 
described [15] that the activity of complex I in- 
creased markedly during the late exponential and 
stationary phases of growth. Our results (not 
shown) confirm this observation. Titration curves 
showed that mitochondria from N. crassa harvested 
in the stationary growth phase possess nearly twice 
the amount of complex I as the mitochondria 
isolated from cultures in the early or mid-exponen- 
tial phase. Between the latter 2 growth stages the 
variations in complex I content were, however, 
small. To exclude the influence of the growth or 
differentiation phase on the measurement of mt 
complex I concentrations, control mitochondria 
were isolated from cultures in the mid-exponential 
growth phase and CAP or OTC were generally 
added in a way that mt protein synthesis was in- 
hibited for various periods during the early ex- 
ponential phases of growth, whereas mitochondria 
from those cultures again were prepared in the 
mid-exponential stage. The results of the several 
piericidin titration studies performed with mito- 
chondria from cultures grown in the presence of 
OTC or CAP were combined on the basis of their 
cytochrome aa content. 

Fig.2 shows the titration curves obtained with 
control and with mitochondria in which protein 
synthesis had been inhibited. The curve calculated 
for the mitochondria prepared from control 
cultures reveals again a lag phase, which implies 
that complex I is not rate-limiting for the oxidation 
of pyruvate in N. crassa. In mitochondria from 
cells cultured in the presence of inhibitors of mt 
protein synthesis, this lag phase is absent, however, 
and the oxidation rate of pyruvate decreases as the 
concentration of the products of mt protein syn- 
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Fig.2. Piericidin A titration curves of pyruvate-induced 
respiration in N. crasscl 89601 mitochondria. The 
respiratory rate was measured in the presence of varying 
amounts of piericidin, added in 3 ,ul of 90% DMSO. The 
individual points have been left out for reasons of 
clarity, per curve, however, minimally 20 measurements 
were done, with the mitochondria of at least 2 different 
cultures. The slope of the curves was calculated by linear 
regression analysis, the correlation coefficient was never 
below 0.93. (0) Control mitochondria, mid-exponential 
phase of growth; (0) OTC- or CAP-treated, cyto- 
chrome ua3 content 73%; (A) CAP-treated, cytochrome 
au3 content 50%; (0) CAP-treated, cytochrome au3 

content not detectable. 

thesis becomes more reduced. Furthermore, the 
percentage of the pyruvate induced respiration 
which is sensitive to piericidin is also a function of 
the amount of mt gene products present. In control 
mitochondria, the oxidation of pyruvate can be 
reduced by piericidin to about 20%, implying that 
80% of the observed respiration depends on the ac- 
tivity of complex I. At cytochrome aa levels of 73, 
50 and about 0% of the control value, the pierici- 
din-sensitive oxidation shifts to 56, 45 and O%, 
respectively. This change towards a type of respira- 
tion which is independent of complex I, is based on 
the activity of a alternate oxidase system which is 
known to be induced in N. crassa and other fungi 
[16] during inhibition of mt protein synthesis. This 
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oxidase system is less efficient in ATP synthesis, 
which also explains why the N. crassa cultures in 
which the cytochrome a(13 content was reduced 
showed a retarded growth. Finally, it can be seen 
in table 1 that the amount of functional complex I, 
calculated from the piericidin titration curves, 
declines in a way comparable to that of cyto- 
chrome aa during inhibition of mt protein syn- 
thesis. The effect of inhibition of mt protein syn- 
thesis on the complex I content of mitochondria is, 
in this respect, identical in rat liver and in N. 
CrasSa. 

In summary here we confer direct evidence that 
the formation of complex I of the respiratory chain 
is dependent on mt protein synthesis. Therefore, 
our results add essential proof that the genes for 
one or more subunits of complex I are localized on 
mtDNA. 
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